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    Q1 –A - Compare between cubic and orthorhombic crystal structure.                    (6+6) M arks 

                    B- Explain Bhor’s first postulate  

 

           Q2:   Choose the correct answer                                                                                 8       Marks                                                                                                                                                                                

1-  In tetragonal crystal structure  𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒 (4,6)𝑛𝑚 respectively volume is                   

(A- 144                              B- 150                               C- 96) (𝑛𝑚)3) .    

2- If the volume of cubic crystal structure is  125 (𝑛𝑚)3 lattice parameter is        

 (A- 25                                     B-10                                                   C-5)  𝑛𝑚.   

3- In body centered cubic   is lattice parameter is  4√3   𝑛𝑚  radius of crystal is 

 ( A-  3                                      B- √3.                                                      C - 4). 

4- Crystal with lattice points at the corners and lattice points at centers of all faces of the unit cell      

(A- body centered  cubic          B- face centered cubic           C-base centered  cubic).   

5- Types of Bravias lattice are (A-7                           B- 14                          C- 4). 

         

           Q3 – A- The radius of electron  in a fixed   element  3.816 𝐴0    with  atomic number  5                       

                Calculate   1- energy of electron       2-velocity of electron in its orbits      3- frequency of electron                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

    B -Describe region four or region (D) in semiconductor                                  (8+8)  Marks  

 

       Q4:                                                                                                                              14 Marks                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                     

1- If all atoms are of the same kind  or different kind crystals are  called ------- and -------

respectively.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

2- Splitting of energy levels of isolated atoms into   ----- in --------. 

3- - If orbital quantum number is 3 the subshell is called ----   and number of electron are ------ 

4- Long and short order crystal structure are called   ------- and -------- respectively                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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    Q1 – Note  from    B  and C answer only one  

              

  A - Compare between cubic and orthorhombic crystal structure.                (6+6) M arks 

                    B- Explain Bhor’s first postulate  

                    C-Compare between Primitive and none Primitive  unit cell  

                   

           Q2:   Choose the correct answer                                                                                   8   Marks                                                                                                                                                                                

1-  In tetragonal crystal structure  𝒂, 𝒃, 𝒄 𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒆 𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒂𝒎𝒆𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒔 𝒂𝒓𝒆 (𝟒, 𝟔)𝒏𝒎 respectively volume is                   

(A- 144                              B- 150                               C- 96) (𝒏𝒎)𝟑) .    

2- If the volume of cubic crystal structure is  𝟏𝟐𝟓 (𝒏𝒎)𝟑 lattice parameter is        

 (A- 25                                     B-10                                                   C-5)  𝒏𝒎.   

3- In body centered cubic   is lattice parameter is  𝟒√𝟑   𝒏𝒎  radius of crystal is 

 ( A-  3                                      B- √𝟑.                                                      C - 4). 

4- Crystal with lattice points at the corners and lattice points at centers of all faces of the unit 

cell      (A- body centered  cubic          B- face centered cubic           C-base centered  cubic).   

5- Types of Bravias lattice are (A-7                           B- 14                          C- 4). 

         

           Q3 – A- The radius of electron  in a fixed   element  𝟑. 𝟖𝟏𝟔 𝑨𝟎    with  atomic number  5                       

                Calculate   1- energy of electron     2-velocity of electron in its orbits      3- frequency of electron                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

    B -Describe region four or region (D) in semiconductor                                     (8+8)  Marks  

 

       Q4:                                                                                                                                      14 Marks                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                     

1- If all atoms are of the same kind  or different kind crystals are  called ------- and -------

respectively.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

2- Splitting of energy levels of isolated atoms into   ----- in --------. 

3- - If orbital quantum number is 3 the subshell is called ----   and number of electron are ----

-- 

4- Long and short order crystal structure are called   ------- and -------- respectively                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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